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batman followed joker into the sewers, and at his hideout, they engaged in a fight that resulted in a standoff. then, joker
dragged him into the sewer, where he was pushed into a whirlpool and he was underwater and it changed his heart and
become the joker. after he regained consciousness, he found that he was held in a small prison, and began to taser him,
but this destroyed the wiring in his fingers. batman, who was monitoring the situation, triggered the joker's cell, causing
the joker to lose all his limbs except for his head. batman (at that point, a version of bruce wayne) visited the maxwell

smart museum to learn about his enemy. once there, he fought the joker's version of him in the room where he fought and
defeated his father. batman soon tracked down the hidden ventilation system and opened the door. but when he tried to
enter, the air was replaced with an anesthetic gas, and all four of the hostages who had been gassed were dead. batman

looked around and discovered a reserve of oxygen cylinders, and carried two to the inmate-filled electric chair. when all the
other members of the cell were accounted for, batman located and killed mr. freeze, then took the remaining supplies with
him, and closed the airlock. he looked around to see that all of the joker's men had been killed or captured, and then used
the clippers that he'd snipped from the dead joker to begin shaving off his large mustache, which he'd secretly found on

catwoman's chair. when joker awoke, he found two more escape routes open that he hadn't known about, and headed for
the rooftop by using the second one. before he could get away, batman faced him in an attempt to pass on the oxygen, but

he was knocked out by the joker's attack. a short fight followed, after which batman was declared the winner, and
proceeded to face the joker in single combat. batman reasoned that he was at his most vulnerable while he was gasping
for breath, so he decided to take advantage of this. the joker fired his gun at him, but batman's gauntlet deflected the

bullets. he then did the same to his opponent's pistol, and then threw him over the top of the building. the joker fell
hundreds of feet to his death; the batman grimaced as he allowed himself a sigh of relief that he had saved the other

hostages, before he turned off the gas and fled the building.
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when alfred was murdered by the joker, batman decided to rely on his own ingenuity to prevent him from doing it again. he
then decided to disguise himself as a confederate in order to sneak into their safehouse. however, after he got the joker to
sign an application for the joker's tumbleweed vodka, the dummy pulled the trigger on the cash register, and batman had
to fight the clown himself, who escaped. batman went to the police to discuss his "new" methods with the other batman

(bruce's father). however, the real bruce wayne, with the support of alfred, followed black mask to the same location as the
bat, intending to discover the new villain. bruce learned of the villain's plan, but did not enter to stop him, since he was
secretly monitoring everything that happened there. after black mask was defeated, bruce wayne decided to talk to the

joker, so he could understand why he chose to go down that path. the joker revealed to bruce that he did not kill alfred, but
he was the one that knocked him down the stairs and killed him. bruce begged joker to stop, but when batman appeared,
the joker left, only to be confronted by batman, who was attempting to restore alfred to life. batman then discovered that

alfred knew that he and bruce were brothers, and that alfred had found the cure in the batcave and used it to restart
bruce's heart. when bruce heard about this, he went insane with rage and punched alfred into the air. he then went to talk
to joker to stop the nightwing, and had the former be free and healed as well. after alfred healed himself, bruce told him

what he'd done and asked for his forgiveness. alfred then restored the nightwing's appearance, and bruce told him that he
intended to accept and live with the darkness inside of him. batman then proceeded to finally bury alfred in the batcave,

while alfred publicly declared bruce's son to be his successor and the true batman. 5ec8ef588b
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